
 

 

 

 

Easy Christmas Star Crochet Pattern 

This pattern is great for a beginner and the finished item can be used to hang from a tree, used 

in gift wrapping or strung together for cute bunting. All basics are covered in our series of 

absolute beginners tutorials on the Crafty Little Things UK Channel on You Tube.  

We used: 

White DK Yarn – Marriner Baban Lustre 100% Acrylic 
3mm crochet hook 
Scissors and yarn needle 

 
 
 

This pattern uses US terms throughout where a SC is a Single Crochet, a UK Double, DC is a Double Crochet, a UK Treble, a TC is a Treble 

Crochet, a UK Quadruple, SL is a slip stich, CH is chain and everything between the *---* is to be repeated. Stitch count is shown in brackets 

Begin by making a magic circle of if you prefer a chain 4 joined with a slip stitch. Tutorials for these are on our You Tube channel. 

Round 1 After making the magic circle, chain 3. This will count as a DC. Now crochet 9 DC into the ring and join the round 
with a SL into the top of the chain 3 
 

Round 2 CH1, SC into the same stitch, *DC, TC, CH1, TC, DC into the next stitch then SC into the next stitch* repeat 3 times 
then DC, TC, CH1, TC, DC into the next stitch and finish the round by SL into the SC from the beginning of the round 

Round 3 Chain 10 and SL into the SC from the beginning of the last round to make a loop 
 Finish off and sew in ends. Now block the star by pinning onto a board inserting pins where the CH1 is on each star 

point. Use a solution of 50% water to 50% PVA, spray or paint on and leave to dry 
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